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Heather is the widely acclaimed speaker, trainer, and consultant 

who literally wrote the book on search engine marketing. Two 

books, in fact—

 and the brand new 

The Findability Formula: The Easy, Non-Technical 

Approach to Search Engine Marketing

Thumbonomics: The Essential Business Roadmap for Social Media 

& Mobile Marketing



Led by Social Media expert Heather Lutze, this high-energy and information packed 

presentation is not just for geeks and social media lovin’ twenty-somethings– it’s for 

everyone on your team responsible for attracting customers and driving sales. 

To book Heather Lutze for your event please call  
or email us at 

888-588-9326
info@heatherlutze.com

PRESENTATION THEME

To succeed in any business, you have to attract the right customers 

and persuade them to buy. But on the Internet, people only see what 

the search engines point to, and competition for top spots is fierce. So 

how do you ensure that your business gets found when prospects are 

searching for solutions?  Your head will be buzzing with new ideas 

and a greater understanding of how search engines find you, including 

what tangible steps you can take to direct a successful online 

marketing campaign.

Search Engine expert Heather Lutze has 

cracked the code for driving the right online 

customers to your virtual door – when they 

are ready to buy! Heather draws back the 

curtain and reveals what web developers and 

computer nerds should know but probably 

don’t!

Heather has presented this program to many organizations and corporations including:

This presentation will cover:

Ÿ How to be found online—and what to do if 

you aren’t!

Ÿ Finding your top performing keywords to 

optimize your site 

Ÿ The keys to Pay Per Click Advertising

Ÿ Using Social Media successfully

This presentation is about the underlying 

strategy, tactics and tools you can use to 

successfully market your business and get 

found online, through a combination of 

strategies such as SEO, PPC and Social 

Media.  This is the Findability Formula – a 

holistic approach to dominating search 

results and market share online. 

The Findability Formula
Draw Customers to Your Website – When They Are Ready To Buy!
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